

**EIS Course Description**

**For Undergraduate Students**

- **EIS 1063.001** ESL FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: LISTENING Development of listening comprehension and related note-taking skills needed in academic settings.
- **EIS 1073.001** COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY Development of oral discourse, including oral presentation, small group discussion, and pronunciation needed in academic settings.
- **EIS 1083.001** READING (MEETS TASP REQ.) Development of reading proficiency needed in various disciplines for academic purposes.
- **EIS 1093.001** WRITING (MEETS TASP REQ.) Development of writing proficiency needed in various disciplines for academic purposes.

**For Graduate Students**

- **EIS 1073.001** COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY Development of oral discourse, including oral presentation, small group discussion, and pronunciation needed in academic settings.
- **EIS 1183.001** READING Development of reading proficiency needed in various disciplines for academic purposes.
- **EIS 1193.001** WRITING Development of writing proficiency needed in various disciplines for academic purposes.

**EIS Course Requirements**

- Regular attendance is mandatory. Excessive absences will result in the student being dropped from the class. Two absences will initiate a warning to the student and three absences may result in dismissal. Whenever a student must be absent due to illness, he/she has the responsibility of notifying the instructor by e-mail.
- A student's grade can be affected by one letter grade because of absences and tardiness.
- A grade of B or higher is necessary to pass an EIS class. Students who make grades of C or lower must repeat the class. If the student has to repeat, the transcript will show the two classes, but the GPA will be based on the grade of the first class.